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Jan 30, Wallyyyyyy New Member. Anyone know the Transmission drain plug thread pitch for
Civic Ex 2. SDAlexander8 Senior Member. Wallyyyyyy said:. SDAlexander8 said:. Are you
looking to replace it with a magnet drain plug? Isn't the OEM already magnetic? When I changed
my fluids I remembered cleaning off the metal shaving from the bolt. Has anyone tried the
PasswordJDM drain plugs? Thread Size: M EdwarDallas Senior Member. Anyone know if filter
magnets work? NSaneeee Senior Member. NSaneeee said:. Which model does this fit? Manual
sedan transmission? EdwarDallas said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Member
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1. View Vids 0. Vids 0. View 3D 0. Application Information. For manual transmissions only.
Includes a M14x1. List Price:. Install Difficulty. Sold in sets of two comes with one engine oil
drain plug and one transmission oil drain plug. Mishimoto magnetic oil drain plugs are a great
upgrade for your Honda Civic. A Mishimoto magnetic oil drain plug set is the perfect
replacement for your OEM drain plugs. Constructed out of aluminum with a neodymium magnet,
Mishimoto magnetic oil drain plugs hold on to the metal debris that your oil filter might miss
that could ruin your engine or transmission, protecting them longer than any other oil plug on
the market. Upgrade to Mishimoto magnetic oil drain plugs today and reduce the amount of
metal debris in your engine and transmission. Each Mishimoto magnetic oil drain plug comes
with an oil seal to prevent leaks. Key Features: Inexpensive way to extend the life of your engine
and transmission. Easy to install. Reusable and easy to clean after each oil change. Fitment
Notes: The thread pitch on these drain plugs may not fit all Honda Civics. It is the owner's
responsibility to determine if product will work for their specific application. Availability and
Condition: Unless otherwise noted, this product is in brand new condition and usually in stock
at one of our warehouses, or will ship directly from the manufacturer. Loading Featured Parts
for your. Shop with Confidence. Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt
and friendly help. Phone: , Email: customercare procivic. All Rights Reserved. Not officially
associated with or endorsed by Honda Motor Co, Inc. February 23rd, Contact Us. About Us.
Terms and Conditions. Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. See our
other listings. If you have questions about the product or your order please contact us via eBay
Messages for assistance. Thank you. Business Hours. Additional Information. The part or
sub-assembly you are buying may be referenced on a diagram above. The diagram above is a
Genuine Factory image from the vehicle manufacturer showing the entire assembly surrounding
the part or sub-assembly you are purchasing. Parts are shown individually with their own Ref ,
while sub-assemblies may show multiple parts within a square or circle in the diagram with its
own corresponding Ref. You can find the part or sub-assembly being sold by locating the
correct Part Reference on the diagram. Note: Sometimes the same Reference number can
appear multiple times on one diagram. See the Compatibility table "Notes" section for details
about the part you are buying. If you have questions, please contact us before buying to avoid
confusion. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review the notes section in the compatibility chart
for additional specifications about this part. The engine types may include 1. This part fits
vehicles made in the following years ,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,, The Tonkin Family of Dealerships is a family
owned dealership group that has been selling genuine OEM parts since After years of parts
sales success, we opened a , square foot warehouse dedicated to parts sales with over , part
numbers in stock. Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Honda OEM
Replacement crush washer. Designed to be single use only, and should be replaced whenever
oil is replaced. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Honda Oil Dra Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon

in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the
manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts
purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon.
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Honda. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated
and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold
by Auto Inc and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by
AutoPartExperts. Ships from and sold by A-C-S. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Honda compatible with Drain Plug Washers
Qty Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also
bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I needed one of
these for my Shadow Spirit oil change, and now I have fifty. I can't drive my one motorcycle
enough to need all these, so I'm in the process of buying fifteen more motorcycles. Smart, I
know. As another reviewer mentioned, there are reviewers mentioning that they did not receive
genuine OEM Honda drain plug gaskets since the gaskets were in generic zip lock bags. In
general, genuine OEM Honda parts come with red labels that have Honda on the label check
other reviewers' pictures. Genuine Honda drain plug gaskets will come in heat sealed bags with
the red label assuming the seller doesn't take them out of the bag. I actually bought ones that
came in the generic zip lock bags and bought some that came in the heat sealed bags with red
Honda label. It was thanks to another reviewer that mentioned they received the red label sealed
bags from Genuine Parts Planet. The products will come in 5 heat sealed bags with the red
Honda labels containing 10 crush washers. There's really not much to say about the product
itself since they work good and they're the original parts that Honda engineers designed for the
car. I have seen other reviews on here that these oil drain crush washers may not be genuine
Honda parts or that the count was not correct. Additionally, they came in five heat sealed bags
not zip lock bags as others have written with each bag containing exactly ten washers for a total
of fifty washers. Images in this review. Well these are washers for sure, and they might perform
just as good as OEM it's just a piece of aluminium I suspect if these were OEM as stated in the
product description, that they would have some indication of such on the baggie like a Honda
symbol and a part number , but no such luck here. I've run into a similar issue with "fulfilled by
Amazon" before with a microSD card. So, the part might perform just fine but I doubt the item
description is entirely accurate. Maybe not, but maybe yes. Perfect crush washer. I'm not going
to withhold any stars simply because these did not come individually packed in a Honda-logoed
bag. Mine all came in one generic plastic zip-lock. Comparing them side-by-side with a washer
obtained from a dealership parts dept, these are exactly the same O. I can't really say whether
they are or are not "Genuine Honda". They might very well be. If you ever bought a filter and
washer from a Honda dealership, I'll bet the parts guy simply grabbed a washer loose from a
box and taped it to the filter. It was very likely not individually packed in a Honda-branded
baggie, as dealerships go through dozens a day and get them in bulk. So, "OEM"? Entirely
possible. If you do your own Honda or Acura oil changes because you hate mechanics
impact-wrenching drain bolts and over-tightening filters, and like to know it gets done right,
especially if you own more than one vehicle, get these. Far more important than provenance is
to tighten the drain bolt just enough for a slight crush on the new washer, and to use a quality
oil filter, and oil, if not Honda's. Unless sold directly by Amazon, there's always a bit of
gambling involved, especially for genuine parts. I got mine from AutoPartsExperts, and they
look good. I recently changed oil on a brand new Honda, so I was able to compare the washer
that came with the car it has to be genuine , and they matched in dimensions and texture. I see
there are at least three genuine packages based on other reviews. There are Japan made ones
and Taiwan made ones. I think they're all genuine. Apparently, some vendors sent non-genuine
parts, though. Go figure. Do the math it's 20 cents per washer. Honda engineers are much
smarter than you and I, so it was an obvious choice to purchase this. I perused the forums and
interwebs and these were the cheapest I could find. Gone are the days of ten cent washers. So
look no further, throw these in your trunk for your next oil change, and cross oil-leaks off your
list of worries. And for those who are complaining about "play and wiggle" between the washer
and bolt, as long as the nut makes a good seal with the washer, you're good to go. Hence the

term "crush washer". It's the "crushing" that fills that void between the inner diameter of the
washer and the bolt. These fit my Honda Civic and line up almost exactly with the washer I
purchased from the stealership. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Be careful here. This is the genuine article but this listing is for ONE washer
only. It appears that you are getting a pile of them as shown in the image. The package weight
shows as 45g which also lead me to think I was getting a bunch of them but it only weighed 15g
when it arrived. One of the reviews from Amazon. Report abuse. Report abuse Translate review
to English. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
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Drain Plug part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Part Number: RB Guaranteed
to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : 9. Part Number: Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Beck Arnley is a leading provider
of quali Aug 23, Oil pan drain bolt. All 5 bolts looked just like this lictures. TomC TomC.
Purchased on Jul 26, May 01, You all are Great. Cheryl Garrison. Purchased on Apr 12, Jun 14,
Great but a pack of 4 is more than i needed. Purchased on Jun 18, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. A Short Course on Automatic Transmissions There are two basic types
of automatic transmissions based on whether the vehicle is rear wheel drive or front wheel
drive. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
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